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Interview with Ann Smarty 
of MyBlogGuest.com 

(Ann Smarty of 
MyBlogGuest Talks Guest 

Blogging Tips and 
Benefits) 

"MyBlogGuest is a site that makes it easy for 
blog owners and blog writers to find each other 
so both parties can leverage the benefits of guest 
blogging.  

It's absolutely true that guest blogging can 
benefit both blog owners and blog writers, and 
MyBlogGuest offers a unique opportunity that 
until now has been hard to find.  In other words, 
without MyBlogGuest, blog owners and blog 
writers had to conduct random Google searches 
to find each other.  MyBlogGuest is an 
invaluable resource in that it allows you to 
eliminate the time-intensive search process and 
jump right to the process of connecting with 
other bloggers who are actively interested in 
guest blogging opportunities." 

 

Guest Posting on 
BloggingPro  

"My Blog Guest is a unique community that is 
based on one simple principle: if you provide 
quality, you don’t need to pay to be heard. It 
unites bloggers who are interested in connecting 
to other bloggers, journalists and other content 
creators in any niche and publish their high-
quality articles on their blogs." 

 

Guest Posts: Are You 
Writing Them? Are You 

Accepting Them?  

"After 10 years of blogging on the same topic, 
I'm relieved by the prospect of guest bloggers 
adding good content to my blog. Now I'm off to 
come up with a post of my own that some other 
blogger will want to publish. To promote a post 
free at MyBlogGuest, describe it in the forums. 
For a pro account at $10 a month, users can enter 
any post to pitch and it would show up in the 
Articles Gallery. I don't plan to do that, but will 
try out the free method via the forums.  

The whole prospect is kind of invigorating. " 

 

Guest blogging Ц blog 
promotion strategy finally 
getting the tools it needs  

"With guest blogging spreading around the 
blogosphere as more authors started to realize its 
great benefits, a need was created for this 
strategy to be aided. It started with tips and tricks 
and success stories that we’ve all seen on the 
Internet. Blog authors have started publishing 
dedicated pages for guest blogging, inviting new 
authors in. But it’s now moving past advice and a 
new tool to help those welcoming guest bloggers 



and those looking for a new outlet get in touch 
easier has been launched: My Blog Guest.  

The process is simple and straightforward. 
Blog authors looking for new perspectives being 
presented to their readers sing up and tell the 
world they welcome guests. Those wanting to 
publish guest post browse the available sites and 
when they find one they like, they contact the 
author, letting them know of their intentions and 
sending some work samples (which can basically 
be a link to their own blog or other guest posts). 
Sounds simple and practical, doesn’t it?" 

 

Free Guest Blogging 
Exchange -Nice!  

"Ann has created an online community to bring 
together bloggers who are looking for guest 
posts, and people who are interested in writing 
guest posts. You can search by category, tag, 
topic and specific offers… 
 

It’s free, it’s super fast to get signed up, and 
within minutes you’ll be able to browse 
opportunities for fresh blog content – or for guest 
blogging opportunities. 

The link is: http://myblogguest.com" 

 

MyBlogGuest.com - Guest 
Blogging Made Simple 

"This website aims to make everything stand 
clearer as it aims to connect these bloggers 
wanting to promote what they can do with 
bloggers who are looking for quality content.  

In that way, any blogger who has a distinctive 
voice that just needs that little more outreach can 
find related weblogs in his niche and start 
gaining exposure. This service is provided at no 
cost whatsoever, and upon joining in you can 
begin making connections, whatever side of the 
equation you are on. 

MyBlogGuest, then, acts as a true pathway that 
can bring bloggers who need reputable content 
and the ones who can provide it into an adjacent 
position. They are both placed in a context that is 
mutually beneficial, too, as one side gains 
exposure while the other has ready access to 
content that is always above-average." 

 

Q&A With Ann Smarty 
On Usability Planning & 

"Well-known SEO consultant and search writer 
Ann Smarty recently launched a new project that 



Website Iteration many white hat SEOs have welcomed with open 
arms: My Blog Guest. The project helps SEOs 
find guest-blogging opportunities, and site 
owners to find bloggers to write for them." 

 


